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ABSTRACT: This article reevaluates the first phase of Taiwan’s democratization pro-
cess (1914-1986) by exploring the similarities and differences between oppositional
political organizations under Japanese and Kuomintang (KMT) rule. Employing a
parallel structure, the article compares two distinct periods of time, 1914-1937 and
1977-1986. Including the Japanese colonial era in the evaluation of Taiwan’s democ-
ratization process makes it possible to examine long-overlooked issues in Taiwan’s
political development such as the question of continuity and disjuncture. The au-
thor argues that the Japanese colonial era should be recognized as the starting point
of Taiwanese political activities and the era of KMT one-party rule that followed as a
re-colonization of Taiwan (lasting from 1947 until the early 1980s). The author’s
analysis reveals that (1) Taiwanese political opposition during both eras originated
within rather than outside repressive political frameworks and that moderate oppo-
sition organizations emerged as the best possible reaction given those circum-
stances; (2) domestic organizations had a greater impact on the Taiwanese polity
and society than those in exile; and (3) peaceful approaches were an important al-
ternative to revolutionary movements. The author recounts the story of Taiwan’s de-
mocratization process (until 1986) through the careers of two long-neglected mod-
erate political activists, Lin Xiantang (1881-1956) and Kang Ningxiang (1938- ).

“Far from rejecting colonialism, Taiwan ‘independence’ is about nostal-
gia for Japanese colonial rule by Chinese collaborators with inferiority
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complexes who prefer to be something they are not, Japanese, rather than
what they are, Chinese. It is about the neurotic need of an ‘elite’ ruling
class of Chinese Quislings to deny their ethnic and cultural identity (‘We
don’t want to be Chinese’).”1 — Bevin Chu, 1999

“In fact, Taiwan should be worried about its intellectual and journalis-
tic circles, especially those who emigrated from China to Taiwan, with
their Great China complex.…They are not able to hold the objectivity of
the intellectual to support self-determination and the right to independ-
ence. This a sad thing for Taiwan’s intelligents ia, that those who are sup-
posed to have clear and logical minds have their brains addled by the
garbage of a Great China complex.” 2 — New York-based writer and jour-
nalist Changqing Cao, in an editorial in the Taipei Times, 14 July 1999

The polemics evident in these statements by Bevin Chu and Changqing Cao re-
flect the character of the highly polarized discourse about the legacy of both Jap-
anese colonialism and Chinese (Kuomintang, or KMT) internal colonialism in
Taiwan.3 They reveal two strongly contradictory viewpoints on Taiwan’s na-
tional identity at the end of the twentieth century. Both quotes hint at the is-
land’s disputed political history as well as its ambiguous relationship to both
Japan and Mainland China.

Differing from conventional readings of Taiwan’s political history in the
twentieth century, which tend to exclude pre-World War II developments in Tai-
wan, I will argue in this article that the Japanese colonial era should be recog-
nized as the starting point of Taiwan’s distinct brand of political activities. If de-
mocratization is “a process rather than a condition that inheres once certain
conditions are present”4 the first phase of Taiwan’s democratization process5

should be seen as running from the midst of the Japanese colonial period
(1914) until the beginning of the demise of the KMT in the early 1980s.6 The fo-
cus of this analysis will be on the first phase of Taiwan’s democratization pro-
cess, which reached both its first peak as well as a turning point with the estab-
lishment of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) in 1986 and the lifting of
martial law in 1987.

Although political opposition organizations during the Japanese colonial pe-
riod have been analyzed before and there is an abundance of assessments of the
democratization process in the Republic of China (ROC), the two periods of
time — 1914-1937 and 1977-1986 — have never been systematically compared.
One reason for the lack of any comparative approaches might be the KMT’s
long-standing exclusive right to interpret the island’s colonial history.7 With the
institutionalization of Taiwan’s young democracy in the late 1990s more diverse
and probably “more constructive assessments of the colonial past” have
emerged.8

By including the Japanese colonial era in the evaluation of Taiwan’s democra-
tization process long-overlooked issues such as the question of continuity and
disjuncture in Taiwan’s political development can be discussed. In the vast body
of literature dealing with Taiwan’s democratization there is a remarkable
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tendency to treat pre-World War II Taiwan as a blank page, as a place without his-
tory. This is surprising insofar as from 1895 until 1945 Taiwan was a colony of Ja-
pan’s. During the fifty years of Japanese rule the Taiwanese political elite actu-
ally engaged the Japanese colonizers in various kinds of anticolonial activities.
This finding leads to a whole new set of research questions: How much did their
activities contribute to the development of Taiwan’s democratization? Did their
political organizations and opposition strategies differ from those of opposition
politicians during the Kuomintang era? How significant was the experience of
opposition to Japanese colonial rule for the evolving political opposition
against the Kuomintang in the late 1970s?

Setting up a parallel analytical structure reveals more similarities than differ-
ences between the two periods. I will show that although there is no obvious
personal or organizational linkage between the two eras it would be inappro-
priate to talk of a complete disjuncture in Taiwan’s political development be-
tween the two eras. In fact a considerable degree of continuity in opposition
politics will be evident when we examine the KMT era. Acknowledging that the
economic frameworks of the two eras differed considerably (Taiwan was a mod-
ernizing Japanese colony from 1895 until 1945 and an increasingly export-ori-
ented Newly Industrializing Economy [NIE] from 1949 onwards) three general-
izations are safe to make about political developments during both eras:

1. In both cases political opposition in Taiwan originated within rather than
outside the repressive political frameworks.

2. Domestic organizations had a greater impact on the Taiwanese polity and
society than did those in exile. This was especially true during the liberalization
period, 1969-1986, in the ROC.

3. Given the strict boundaries of political contestation, moderate opposition
organizations emerged as the best possible reaction. By choosing petitions
and/or local elections as a means of gaining political power, reformist organiza-
tions were more successful than their revolutionary counterparts. Their ulti-
mate goals, however, were far from moderate: they wanted to change the status
quo, albeit by peaceful means. Although they failed to achieve their ultimate
goals, they did demonstrate that peaceful approaches were an important alter-
native to revolutionary movements.

In this paper I will argue that Taiwan’s democratization process from 1914
until 1986 is well illustrated in the stories of two long-neglected moderate polit-
ical activists: Lin Xiantang (1881-1956) and Kang Ningxiang (1938- ).

The first part of this essay analyzes the seemingly benign era of civilian rule
(1919-1936) during the Japanese occupation period and the gradual evolution
of Taiwanese opposition organizations (1914-1937). In the second part this ear-
lier period is contrasted with the liberalization era of the KMT party-state
(1969-1987) and the upsurge of dissident groups (1977-1986). Acknowledging
that the nature of political control is important for the development of political
opposition, this analysis will focus on the role of the political opposition in both
eras. Their respective support groups within the Taiwanese population will also
be taken into account. Regarding the overall framework it is important to note
that both eras of liberalization (1919-1936 and 1969-1987) were preceded by
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periods that were similarly coercive. Both the Japanese as well as the Chinese in-
truders crushed local resistance with a maximum of military strength. The Japa-
nese suppressed the early resistance of Taiwanese settlers as well as numerous
insurrections of aborigines (yuanzhumin) from 1895 until 1915.9 The KMT re-
gime, for its part, silenced the political opposition by killing at least ten thou-
sand proponents of the island’s intellectual and political elite in the aftermath
of the 2-28-incident in 1947 (see p. 369 below).10 The periods of moderation,
which lasted seventeen and eighteen years respectively, were followed by very
different consecutive eras: from 1937 on Japan became increasingly militaristic
and ultranationalistic and political control over the island was increasingly rein-
forced. After the foundation of the DPP in 1986 and the lifting of martial law in
1987 the KMT party-state, by contrast, embarked on the institutionalization of
democracy.

By highlighting the similarities and differences between the two periods I
will conclude that Taiwan’s democratization process from 1914 until 1986 was
mainly driven by reformist Taiwanese politicians who lobbied for self-determi-
nation.11 While not all political opposition organizations promoted the goal of
independence, the anti-colonial activities and agendas of all of them ultimately
led to the emergence of a distinct Taiwan-based political consciousness. While
the political opposition against Japanese and KMT rule may justify the establish-
ment of a civic Taiwanese nationalism, I would argue that the increasing ethnic
and cultural nationalism in Taiwan during the 1990s is a mainly post-martial law
phenomenon. It is not my intention to discuss the validity of the distinction be-
tween civic and ethnic or civic and cultural nationalism in this essay.12 Instead I
will outline the complex development of political opposition to both Japanese
and KMT rule on Taiwan, which does not provide clearcut historical narratives
that benefit either contemporary Taiwanese or Chinese nationalists.

While the political opposition from 1914 until 1986 nurtured a Taiwan-based
political consciousness, this should be disentangled from the Taiwanese peo-
ple’s cultural affinity with either Taiwan or China. Many of the activists of the po-
litical movements during the Japanese occupation and those of the dangwai
opposition (i.e., those outside and opposed to the KMT Party) did not deny
their Chinese cultural roots. Here it makes sense to recall Peng Mingmin’s dis-
tinction between political and cultural identity.13 The separation of cultural
self-perception from a Taiwanese person’s political allegiance to a nation or
state in the early 1960s was a major development in Taiwanese political
thought, as it challenged the KMT’s long-term notion of a trinity of state, nation,
and culture.14 By focusing on the political identity aspect this analysis will argue
that the ongoing political opposition to both Japanese and KMT rule gives legiti-
macy to the Taiwanese quest for self-determination. This finding, however,
should not be interpreted as a carte blanche to the opposition camp. On the one
hand, many a Taiwanese politicians’ opposition to both Japanese and KMT rule
was driven by the desire for more participation and equal representation in the
field of politics. This also explains the salience of the ethnic cleavage in
post-World War II Taiwan, where the native population (benshengren ) was pit-
ted against the Chinese emigrants ( waishengren) who, along with the KM T
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regime, found refuge on the island. Yet opposition activities in Taiwan from
1914 until 1986/87 should not be envisaged as a well-coordinated project of na-
tional liberation or of Taiwanese nation-building. This also implies that in hind-
sight it does not make much sense to judge Taiwanese opposition politicians
only by their attitudes toward the question of independence from or unification
with Mainland China, an issue that gained prominence after 1949 and became
increasingly popular in the early 1990s. What matters more for a comprehen-
sive analysis are the political activist’s organizational affiliations, their personal
achievements and setbacks, as well as their choice of strategies in dealing with
the Japanese or KMT regimes. There can be no doubt, however, that opposition
activists under authoritarian Japanese and Chinese rule faced possibilities and
constraints that differed greatly from those during the era of Taiwan’s institu-
tionalization of democracy. This is also the reason for choosing 1986/1987 as a
cutoff date. With the appointment of native Taiwanese Lee Teng-hui as vice-pres-
ident in 1984, the establishment of the DPP in 1986, and the lifting of martial law
in 1987 the door to more participatory politics was finally opened. From 1987
onwards the KMT’s political hegemony at the national level could be openly
challenged. With the increasing Taiwanization and democratization of the ROC
during the late 1970s and early 1980s the KMT’s quasi-colonial rule came to a
gradual end. A second phase of an increasingly election-driven democratization
(1987-2000) followed. More divisive identity politics (with an overemphasis on
the ethnic and national identity-cleavage) became prevalent.15 The opposi-
tion, represented mainly by the increasingly assertive DPP, could opt for
bolder but also riskier strategies, such as becoming a nation-building organi-
zation in 1991.16 Such a strategy would have been unthinkable for any political
organization or individual during the time between 1914 and 1986. With the
election of Chen Shuibian (DPP) as the ROC’s first president coming from the
former opposition camp, a third phase, the consolidation process of Taiwan’s
young democracy (2000 onwards) has begun. Both the second and the third
phases of Taiwan’s democratization merit another paper. In this analysis, how-
ever, I will discuss the crucial first phase of Taiwan’s democratization, which led
to the opening up of Taiwan’s political system.

By reevaluating the Taiwanese democracy movement from 1914 until 1986 in
comparative perspective I will provide some counterarguments against highly
partisan and politically motivated representations of the legacy of the Japanese
colonial era. The era from 1895 until 1945 cannot be dismissed as a period of
Japanization (ribenhua) or slavization (nuhua) of the Taiwanese people, as
KMT propaganda consistently suggested from 1945 until the beginning of the
early 1990s. Nor was it the period of solely upright revolutionary struggles of
Taiwanese political activists, as many leading proponents of the dangwai/DPP
would like to see it. Furthermore my findings will raise concerns about recent
attempts to mystify the role of various political actors in the late 1970s and early
1980s. This analysis aims to contribute to a better understanding of complex
political and social developments that led to Taiwan’s multifaceted and unfin-
ished nation-building process by showing that Taiwan’s contemporary history
is replete with examples of Taiwanese opposition activists who either chose
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confrontational or cooperative strategies. In this article I will argue that Tai-
wan’s democratization was neither a strictly top-down nor a bottom-up pro-
cess. Rather, Taiwan’s successful transformation from authoritarianism to par-
ticipatory politics was the work of political groups and organizations at various
other levels. I illustrate this below by comparing attempts by conservative Tai-
wanese activists to gain home rule and self-governance from the Japanese colo-
nizers to moderate dangwai activists who engaged in strategic cooperation with
reform-minded KMT politicians in the early 1980s.

Part�One: �Benign�Colonial �Rule? �The�Civi l ian�Years,�1919-1936

“A lot of people in Taiwan today look back fondly upon the colonial pe-
riod. They often speak positively about how good law and order was
back then, but very few people realize what Japanese colonial rule was
all about in the final analysis. They showed the Taiwanese people more
discrimination than respect, and the people of Taiwan paid a high price
for it.”17 — Bo Yang, 2000.

Moderation after the consolidation of colonial rule

The period of direct Japanese military oppression came to an end after
twenty years of violent Taiwanese resistance when the last large-scale uprising
in southern Taiwan was successfully suppressed in August 1915.18 By compari-
son, the twenty-one years of Japanese rule that followed (1915-1936) seem rela-
tively benign. By appointing civilian governors-general from 1919 until 1936
the colonial administration engaged the local population in a more conciliatory
way. The moderation of Japanese rule was also evident in the diminished law-
making powers (ritsurei) of the civil governors-general. The increasing applica-
tion of Japanese law after 1921 marked a shift away from military rule, making
the governor-general subordinate to the Imperial Diet.19 The moderation from
the 1920s to the mid-1930s can also be seen in the differing assimilation and educa-
tion policies of the civilian governors-general. In order to implement their long-
term economic and education policies, the colonial administration needed to
co-opt at least parts of the newly evolving Taiwanese elite.

From the beginning until the very end of colonial rule, the Japanese favored a
clear distinction between colonizer (naichijin) and colonized (hontojin), but
the Japanese elite always thought that the Taiwanese shared some common cul-
tural affinities with the Japanese people. And this made assimilation plausible.20

A Japanese interpretation of Confucianism, for instance, was integrated into the
school’s curriculum in order to woo the Taiwanese gentry.21 The common goal
of all assimilation policies was to transform the Taiwanese into loyal Japanese
subjects and enable them to live in a modern society.22 Assimilationist policies
thus attempted to incorporate Taiwanese in an administrative sense, rather than
a constitutional one and the bottom line would always be Japanese first, Taiwan-
ese second. Throughout this seemingly benign period of Japanese rule, how-
ever, Japanese colonial rule was authoritarian if not coercive. One need only
look at the Qing-Dynasty baojia-system, called the hoko-system under the Japa-
nese, which served as a highly effective control institution,23 or discriminatory
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laws such as the Bandit Punishment Ordinance, which applied only to Taiwan-
ese. This hints at the strict boundaries that the Taiwanese opposition movement
worked within (discussed in detail below).

Effects of Japanese education and assimilation policies

If the Japanese objective was to dismantle “the cultural and educational in-
heritance of Chinese imperial rule,”24 then it was fairly successful. Although the
official numbers of Japanese speakers should be treated with care25 and there
remain doubts about the regularity of school attendance by Taiwanese stu-
dents,26 it can be assumed that broad masses of the Taiwanese population were
quite fluent in Japanese by the end of the colonial period. After forty-three years
of colonial rule, 50 percent of the Taiwanese population had been to school
with a Japanese curriculum.27 Still, education and assimilation attempts seem to
have been most fruitful when it came to members of the Taiwanese middle and
upper class. Both Japanese and Taiwanese interests created opportunities for
cooperation: the need to co-opt the Taiwanese elite in order to implement Japa-
nese policies met the Taiwanese elites’ desire for higher education, which could
be best obtained at schools in Japan.28 A scholar of Taiwanese history, O Ikutoku,
stated “that thousands of Taiwanese who received postsecondary training in
Taiwan or in the home islands ‘entered the ranks of Japanese [intellectuals],
becoming almost indistinguishable from them.’”29 But such a development
should not be seen as a sign of complete assimilation. Instead it was an adjust-
ment to dramatically changed social realities after decades of colonial rule.

An unjust power relationship

The strong ties between Japan and its first colony enabled the Taiwanese to
live in both worlds more easily than any other colonized person could have pos-
sibly done in a Western colony and the acceptance of Japanese cultural and
ideational influences was apparently intentional rather than an act forced on
the Taiwanese elite. At the same time, studying in Japan enabled Taiwanese to
develop a critical attitude toward Japanese colonialism, as education helped
them to distinguish between Japanese wishful thinking and the colonial reality.
When Taiwanese intellectuals realized that despite their high degree of assimila-
tion they were still treated as second-class citizens, they often became anti-colo-
nialists. Cai Peihuo, for example, a conservative political activist and protégé of
the most outstanding Taiwanese opposition figure, Lin Xiantang, voiced fairly
critical remarks about the Japanese colonizers. In his book To the Homeland
Japanese he mocked the self-perception of Japanese historical and cultural
uniqueness and promoted ideas of equality among Japanese and Taiwanese in-
stead.30 Yet such egalitarian approaches were not uncontested. Taiwanese activ-
ists like Lin Chenglu, in fact, stressed the cultural differences between Japanese
and Taiwanese.31 Some scholars like Wan-yao Chou argue that the whole rela-
tionship between the Japanese colonizers and the colonized Taiwanese was
quite conciliatory and incentive-based rather than coercive.32 Whereas in the
other Japanese colony, Korea, to be educated meant to be anti-Japanese, in
Taiwan Japanese education had the opposite effect, making the Taiwanese
seem more assimilated.33 But an important question remains unanswered:
Why did the Taiwanese elite adopt a soft stance toward their colonizers? As the
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discussion below will show, their reaction included both acceptance of and re-
sistance to several aspects of Japanese colonial rule.

Political Opposition to Japanese Rule, 1914-1937

The origins of a Taiwan-based political consciousness

During the more than twenty years that the Japanese successfully suppressed
Taiwanese resistance, the futility of any kind of armed resistance was made clear
to the Taiwanese. Challenges to Japanese rule could only take place within the
boundaries of the colonial framework. Accepting Japanese rule as a given fact,
many Taiwanese started lobbying for equal participation in the fields of politics
and economics. While accommodating themselves to the positive elements of
Japanese civilization, many accepted the progressive elements as a chance to
modernize their country. The Wilsonian principle of self-determination and the
promising “Free State” movement in Ireland fueled such aspirations among lib-
eral intellectuals both in Japan and Taiwan.34 For the development of Taiwanese
political organizations in and outside the colony, Japanese support played a de-
cisive role. The founder of the Japanese Liberal Party, Itagaki Taisuke, launched
the Assimilation Society (Dokakai, 1914-1915), Taiwan’s first political organiza-
tion. The influence of Chinese intellectuals, at the same time, was marginal:
Liang Qichao and Tai Qitao, both famous Chinese reformers, told Lin Xiantang
not to rely on Chinese help. Instead they advised him to win the support of in-
fluential Japanese figures and try to influence Japanese public opinion in favor
of the Taiwanese.35 How successful the Taiwanese were in building alliances
with important Japanese individuals can be seen in the trial of Taiwanese dissi-
dents in the year of 1924. The relatively mild sentences the dissidents received
were due to the help given them by Japanese lawyers.36

Taiwan’s political activists

Whereas conservative forces in Taiwan established relationships with liberals
in Japan, radical forces in Taiwan usually teamed up with leftist Japanese fig-
ures. Tsurumi concludes that “conservative or radical, Taiwanese anti-colonial-
ism was a product of Japanese education” and she points out that “conservative
or radical, Taiwanese anti-colonialism was largely a movement of intellectuals.”37

This analysis is important when seen in the post-1945 context. The KMT leader-
ship had always been deeply suspicious about the Taiwanese elite’s tendencies
toward collaboration and assimilation. It did not want to acknowledge that effec-
tive political opposition could have evolved within the framework of the repres-
sive Japanese colonial system. It is self-explanatory that any kind of political in-
volvement within the Japanese colonial system would not leave the political
activists unaffected. By lobbying for reform of the colonial system rather than op-
posing the system in its entirety, many activists decided against the strategies of
noncooperation or passive resistance. Since many Taiwanese were eager to im-
prove their political and economic situations,38 these options don’t appear to have
been feasible. A mainland Chinese encyclopedia of twentieth-century Taiwan la-
beled the cooperative members of the Taiwanese elite as the Taiwanese land-
owner and property-holder improvement faction (Taiwan dizhu zichan jieji
gailang pai),39 but Taiwan-expert Masahiro Wakabayashi identified two social
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groups that called for more political rights: the “‘indigenous, ethnic Chinese,
landowning propertied class’ (hanzoku no dochaku chishushisan kaikyù ) and
the ‘rising intelligentsia’ (shink¬ chishikijin ) respectively.”40

Lin Xiantang and the development of six Taiwanese political organizations

Although it cannot be denied that the wealthy Taiwanese landlord and busi-
nessman Lin Xiantang trod “a narrow path between collaboration and revolu-
tion,”41 Tsurumi is probably right in pointing out that the “acquiescence to the

authorities and reliance upon Japa-
nese channels were always for the
conservative activists but a means to
an end, just a necessary tactic in their
dogged struggle to achieve inde-
pendence.”42 Lin, who had been ac-
tive in almost all major opposition or-
ganizations during the Japanese
occupation period,43 had to face ma-
jor economical reprisals for his politi-
cal activities.44 When he became polit-
ically active in 1914 he was “singled
out for attack”45 by the Japanese-con-
trolled media for his involvement in
the seemingly harmless Assimilation
Society. Lin’s situation puts into per-
spective Leo Ching’s observation of
the “irreducible contradiction be-
tween nationalist aspiration and co-
lonial accommodation among the
land-owning class. Although harbor-
ing nationalist and ethnic sentiments,

this class was also the main beneficiary of the colonial economy.”46

Lin Xiantang, certainly one of the exceptional figures of the early Taiwanese
opposition movement, was involved in all major political organizations from
1914 until 1937. He also founded several Taiwanese newspapers, including
Young Taiwan (Taiwan Qingnian), Taiwan (Taiwan), Taiwan People’s Daily
(Taiwan Minbao), and Taiwan New People’s Daily (Taiwan Xinminbao).47 A so-
cial and political reformer rather than a revolutionary, Lin’s view of the world
was cosmopolitan by any standards. The Taiwanese historian Tai Pao-Tsun de-
scribes Lin’s second encounter with Liang Qiqao in Taiwan in 1911 as follows:

He discussed politics, economics, culture, education, and nationalist
movements with Lin, urging him to do more research and readings in poli-
tics, economics, sociology, and general thought, and drawing upon a list
of about two hundred books on these topics from East and West in order
to broaden the horizon of Lin’s understanding. Besides the general effect
of stimulating the development of Lin’s thought and learning, the deepest
influence upon Lin from Liang’s sojourn in Taiwan was that it led him to
adopt a nonviolent approach to nationalism.48
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Political activists such as Lin Xiantang were not the only ones to face discrimina-
tion by Japanese authorities. Even moderate challenges to Japanese colonial au-
thority were risky. Teachers and government employers who signed petitions
for greater political participation of the Taiwanese were also putting their secu-
rity at risk.49

In the years from 1914 to 1937 at least six major political organizations were
founded, the failure of one leading to the development of the next.50 The
short-lived Assimilation Society, mentioned above, was the first attempt to
organize a political movement. The Japan-based New People’s Society (Sin-
minkai, 1918-1923) formulated the Taiwanese protest against the broad law-
making powers of the Taiwanese governor-general, questioned the legitimacy
of discriminatory laws like the Bandit Punishment Ordinance, and opposed the
repressive hoko-system. The League for the Establishment of a Formosan Parlia-
ment (Taiwan Gikai Kisei Domei, 1920-1934) issued fifteen petitions that sup-
ported Taiwanese self-governance. But it was the moderate period of the Taiwan
Cultural Association (Taiwan Bunka Kyokai, 1921-1930) that was “most respon-
sible for the development of Formosan nationalism.”51 (The Taiwan Cultural As-
sociation [TCA] promoted the use of both the Chinese and the Taiwanese lan-
guages,52 but this “Formosan nationalism” was only an effort to preserve the
remains of Chinese and Taiwanese language and culture in the face of Japanese
assimilation efforts and not a vehicle for early Taiwanese nation-building.) In
1925 and 1926 more than 117,000 and 112,000 islanders participated in the
TCA’s cultural activities.53 Its membership of more than 13,000 Taiwanese com-
prised both old conservative Taiwanese as well as more radical young students.
Lamley’s description of the TCA is revealing in this regard:

[The TCA] was indicative of the extent of the reaction against the assimila-
tion process by educated Taiwanese. Members of this organization urged
their people to value and preserve the distinctive features of their local
heritage. Meanwhile, less subtle forms of reaction against assimilation and
colonial rule were employed by young Taiwanese intellectuals who had
become inspired by socialist doctrines or else Chinese nationalism. These
more radical types ridiculed the moderate Taiwanese leaders who previ-
ously had supported Itagaki and the 1914 movement, sometimes labelling
them “assimilationists.”54

Splits in the TCA led to the emergence of the moderate Popular Party (Min-
shuto, 1927-1931). In the beginning it was jointly headed by Jiang Weishui and
Cai Peihuo. When it radicalized under Jiang Weishui’s leadership Japanese au-
thorities quickly dissolved it. Cai Peihuo had left the Popular Party in 1930 and
formed the League for the Attainment of Local Autonomy in Formosa, or TCKD
(Taiwan Chihojichi Kisei Domei, 1930-1937). The TCKD turned out to be the
“most moderate of all the conservative enterprises.”55 Given the increasing radi-
calization of Japanese politics, it is still impressive that four thousand Taiwanese
were TCKD members and approximately eighteen thousand islanders partici-
pated in TCKD activities.

All six organizations shared common features: they exploited the inherently
contradictory assimilationist policies of the Japanese governors-general, their
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leaders had almost all been educated in Japanese universities, and they all re-
ceived support both from important Japanese figures and from a small but in-
creasingly important native land-owning class and the Taiwanese intelligentsia.
Over time their ultimate goals changed from a quest for equality between Tai-
wanese and Japanese to calls for home rule, either through a representative
body or through the system of local autonomy.56 They developed their political
ideas under the strong influence of modern imperial Japan (and to a lesser de-
gree, the semi-colonized Mainland China) and oriented themselves by the
epistemological coordinates of liberalism and Marxism.57 Members of all orga-
nizations alike were, for the most part, teachers, physicians, lawyers, and land-
lords.58

Class struggle? The revolutionaries’ misperceptions

The opposition activities of the radical political activists were relatively
short-lived. When the young members of the former TCA took over the leader-
ship of the Popular Party in 1927 they established alliances with the Taiwanese
Peasant Farmers’ Union (Taiwan Nomin Kumiai). Because the alliance proved to
be a truly nationalistic class movement, the Popular Party was suppressed by the
Japanese authorities in 1931 and dissolved by 1932.59 The Chinese Communist
Party’s rhetorical support for Taiwanese independence from 1928 until 1943,60

however, did not translate into major political actions on the island. Political ac-
tivities were restricted to the establishment of the Taiwan Communist Party
(TCP) in Shanghai in 1928. After the
Japanese arrested the first group of
TCP activists in 1928, a second group
emerged and set up a branch in Taipei
the same year. The TCP’s influence,
however, was marginal, and it was
shut down by Japanese authorities in
1931.61

Taiwan-scholar Reiren Wu empha-
sizes the importance of the discourse
about Taiwanese nationalism from
1927-1931, but I would argue that he
overestimates the impact of organiza-
tions like the Popular Party.62 Mem-
bers of both organizations failed to
recognize that in the colonial context
it was not the peasants, let alone the
almost nonexistent industrial work-
ers, who could successfully engage
the Japanese colonizers. As Taiwan
was not a class society, the leftist ag-
itators defined class struggle as a
struggle of all the Taiwanese people
against the Japanese.63 But as the
c on se rv a t i v e Ta i w a n e se n ev e r
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wholeheartedly supported a strong peasant movement this approach was
doomed to failure. At the same time, Japanese authorities feared the establish-
ment of a class-based cleavage and they repeatedly imprisoned revolutionary
activists such as Jiang Weishui. Meanwhile more constrained but moderate ac-
tivists such as Lin Xiantang and Cai Peihuo carried the torch for the Taiwanese
people’s aspiration for self-rule.64 Furthermore, unlike in other colonies, be-
cause of the absence of a religious cleavage Taiwanese opposition activists could
not rely upon religious forces to initiate an anti-colonial movement. Thus, the
anti-colonialism struggle was an affair of the Taiwanese elite alone. Only the in-
creasingly well-off class of Taiwanese landlords could possibly assert itself
vis-à-vis the privileged Japanese colonizers. I argue, therefore, that there was no
real alternative to the peaceful approach taken by the conservative forces.

Merits of the early Taiwanese political movements

The reform efforts of opposition forces in Taiwan have been criticized, but
these criticisms deserve a second look. The participation of the League for the
Attainment of Local Autonomy in Formosa, in the very restricted and almost
meaningless council elections in 1935, for example, should not be judged by its
meager election result of eleven out of eighty-six seats.65 If we recall that the
Taisho Democracy in Japan came to an end after the dissolution of the Inukai
Cabinet in 1932,66 we understand that participation in even restricted elections
was in itself a great political achievement. Also one should not forget that in
1935 Taiwan was about to experience the Kominka movement, which would
lead to a strict enforcement of colonial rule and the dissolution of all kinds of
political organizations.67 Only moderate Taiwanese opposition organizations
could thus lobby for the rights of the Taiwanese people. This is also the reason
why I would argue that in retrospect we see that the moderates, although
achieving only few improvements in actual self-governance, had a more lasting
impact on Taiwan’s political development than their revolutionary counter-
parts. Nevertheless, their reform attempts through petitions were always chal-
lenged, as critics pointed out that even a positive outcome would benefit the is-
land’s upper class rather than the majority of the Taiwanese people.68 Even if
they had been successful, it is worth noting, they would have transformed Tai-
wan “into a federated state of Japan.”69 As none of their fifteen petitions were
ever debated in the Japanese Imperial Diet, one wonders whether they achieved
anything after all. Still, they did manage to garner 17,000 signatures — an im-
pressive record, given the discrimination the petitioners had to face.70

The political activities of Taiwanese conservatives might be judged unsuc-
cessful, as they did not achieve self-governance. Yet they did keep the issue of
Taiwan’s quest for self-determination alive and they created channels of com-
munication between Taiwanese and Japanese political activists. Yun-han Chu
and Jih-wen Lin argue that “at the end of colonial rule, home rule remained an
aspiration, not a political reality; Taiwan had not emerged as a self-contained
political community with a distinctive political identity, and the native elite had
not forged a coherent nationalist vision among themselves.”71 I am more in-
clined, however, to share I-te Chen’s viewpoint that Taiwanese organizations in
this period “preserved the cultural identity of Formosans in the face of all-out
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Japanese efforts for assimilation, and they helped Formosans to learn about the
many hitherto totally alien concepts of democracy, such as home rule, popular
election, and universal suffrage.”72 Many decades later this colonial experience
would become a great source of nostalgia. After 1945, in fact, the Taiwanese elite
and its offspring recalled the era of Japanese colonialism as the period when
their political activism had started.

When the Nationalists arrived on Taiwan, shortly after the Japanese capitula-
tion on 10 August 1945, they did not share any of the islanders’ collective mem-
ories. The Chinese on the mainland had experienced Japanese imperialism in a
very different and more distorting way than the Taiwanese. When Japanese co-
lonial rule ended in 1945, after fifty years, the island and the Chinese mainland
had developed into two societal entities with little ground in common. Com-
paring the inefficient and corrupt Nationalist Government with the repressive
but quietly efficient Japanese rulers, many Taiwanese used the metaphor “the
dog goes, the pig comes.” Conflict was thus inevitable.73 Shortly after the KMT
established its rule on Taiwan, the Taiwanese raised the same issues they had
put to their Japanese occupiers for decades before: local autonomy and
self-governance. Although the islanders’ goals were “essentially reformist, not
revolutionary,”74 they were no doubt unaware of Chiang Kai-shek’s determina-
tion to suppress the native political movement whatever the nature of their de-
mands.75 The crackdown on the islanders, which began on 28 February 1947,
and led to an estimated ten thousand dead and approximately thirty thousand
wounded,76 became a symbol of long-lasting ethnic division on the island.

Whether one sees it as a legitimate result of Taiwanese anti-colonial activities
during Japanese rule or as a rejection of the succeeding period of Chinese inter-
nal colonialism from 1947 until the early 1980s there can be no doubt that a dis-
tinct Taiwan-based political consciousness had already developed by the middle
of the twentieth century.

Par t�Two: �Sof t-Authoritar ianism? �A�Liberal izing�KMT,�1969-1987

“The ‘Japanization’ of Taiwanese youth resulted in their being aware
only of Japan, and not China. Education was a tool to turn Taiwanese
people into the slaves of the violent Japanese warlords.”77 — Mu-shan
Chen, A Special Report on the February 28 Incident (Government Infor-
mation Office, Executive Yuan, 1990)

The Re-colonization of Taiwan after 1945

The primary aim of the KMT in Taiwan was to create an economic and military
bastion against its communist adversaries in the as yet unfinished Chinese civil
war. The KMT leadership clearly perceived the local Taiwanese elite, which had
been fostered by Japanese education and economic policies,78 as a threat to the
legitimacy of its rule. Thus, the KMT’s objective was to erase all signs of Tai-
wan-based political identity. By literally wiping out the two main conflict-capa-
ble groups,79 the Taiwanese intelligentsia and the local gentry, the KMT created
an administrative power vacuum that was then filled by a massive influx of main-
land Chinese immigrants. The politically active proponents of the Taiwanese
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elite were either assassinated during the 28 February incident in 1947 or lost
their influence altogether after the land reform of 1949-1953.80 Steven Phillips
characterizes the post-1945 era as a period of “troubled decolonization with an
abortive reintegration into China,”81 while Allen Chun calls it a “process to (re)na-
tionalize Taiwan.”82 Such descriptions fit, however, only if seen in the One-
China context. While Yun-han Chu and Jih-wen Lin claim that “the two regimes
were never equal”83 it can also be argued that the KMT’s system of political con-
trol and its cultural policies were both fairly similar to those of the Japanese col-
onizers. Thus, the term re-colonization or internal colonialism is a more accu-
rate description of the high-handed KMT approach toward the Taiwanese (from
1947 until the early 1980s). Leo Ching asserts that “while considering itself to be
the legitimate government of China, and with American assistance, the Nation-
alists embarked on a neocolonial policy toward the very people they claimed as
their citizenry.”84

Like the Japanese the KMT strictly enforced political control immediately af-
ter their takeover of the island. The “Temporary Provisions,” a euphemism for
martial law, allowed the KMT government to suspend a number of constitu-
tional rights (such as national elections) and guaranteed the KMT the exclusive
right to govern the island. Under martial law the establishment of opposition
parties was strictly prohibited.85 The selective co-optation of a few native Tai-
wanese through limited elections at the local level86 mirrored developments
during the Japanese colonial era. Yung-mao Chao, John Copper, and other
scholars argue that local elections since the beginning of the 1950s had a great
impact on Taiwan’s democratization,87 but these elections should rather be
seen as a means to an end, namely, building grassroots support for the KMT,
which was trying to reestablish itself on Taiwanese soil. Tun-jen Cheng and T. C.
Chou are on the mark, then, in stating that “the KMT regime used local factions
to manipulate local politics.”88

The coercive nature of political control strongly affected the general socio-
political climate in Taiwan during the 1950s and 1960s, a climate that was cer-
tainly not conducive to dissident political activities. In this regard the KMT’s ap-
proach to public education merits a closer look, as it strikingly resembled the
approach taken by the Japanese colonizers. Allen Chun rightly points out that
“the government in effect played an active role (as author) in writing culture (by
constructing discourses on tradition, ethnicity, ethical philosophy and moral
psychology).” 89 The KMT imposed a new type of cultural hegemony that demon-
ized the former colonial experiences. By writing off the formative period of Jap-
anese colonial rule the KMT de-legitimized any social or political movement
that had its roots in this highly sensitive era. Lin Xiantang, who had survived the
2-28 massacre in 1947, was one who suffered as a result. Although his creden-
tials should have stood him in good stead with Taiwan’s new rulers — he had re-
fused to learn Japanese during the Japanese colonial period, for instance — he
was sidelined by the new KMT government and never offered a meaningful job
in the new administration, which was predominantly controlled by Main-
landers. In the face of such challenges Lin decided to put an end to his de-
cade-long political career. He left Taiwan for Japan in 1949 and passed away in
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Tokyo in 1956. Lin’s fate is but one example of the systemic discrimination that
Taiwanese politicians faced during the first decades of  KMT rule.

Re-sinification policies and the reintroduction of a KMT version of Chinese
Confucianism also led to the suppression of Taiwanese subculture and local dia-
lects. As a consequence younger Taiwan-born politicians had to go through a
political socialization process that left them little choice but to play by the bi-
ased rules of the game. Regarding the Taiwanese population, the KMT’s coer-
cive education policies clearly achieved their objectives, making Mandarin Chi-
nese the new lingua franca, for instance.

Analyzing Taiwan’s electorate in the early 1980s political scientist Jürgen
Domes noted that 57 percent of the eligible voters had received a solely Chinese
education. The general educational standard among younger voters was consid-
erably high.90 Increasing levels of mobility and communication and a trend to-
ward urbanization were other characteristics of the island’s diversifying society.
Successful economic policies furthermore led to a relatively even distribution of
wealth91 and bolstered the economic position of both old and new strategic and
conflict-capable groups (SCOGs). But the combination of highly coercive mea-
sures in the sociopolitical arena with the ongoing economic modernization of the
island proved to be a double-edged sword for the KMT regime. While it helped to
consolidate the KMT’s power base it failed nevertheless to win the hearts and
minds of large numbers of Taiwanese society.

External reasons for liberalization

The gradual opening of the ROC’s polity throughout the 1970s and 1980s
was largely a response to international events, not a move taken willingly by the
KMT leadership. Throughout the 1970s the KMT party-state had suffered sev-
eral diplomatic setbacks and these created a ferment for political reform in
Taiwan:

The ROC had performed badly during the diaoyutai-crisis, a sover-
eignty conflict about a small island group that was claimed by both Taiwan
and Japan.

It had walked out of the United Nations in 1971, when it became obvi-
ous that the People’s Republic of China (PRC) would be given UN mem-
bership. Instead of lobbying for dual-seat representation, Chiang Kai-shek
turned his back on the United Nations and left both the UN Security Coun-
cil and the UN General Assembly as a consequence.

With the signing of the Shanghai Communiqué in 1972, the ROC wit-
nessed the beginning of the rapprochement between the United States
and the PRC.

Also in 1972, the ROC was hit with the “Tanaka-shock,” when Japan es-
tablished diplomatic relations with the PRC.

Finally, the establishment of official diplomatic relations between the
United States and the PRC in 1979 capped a decade of misfortune for the
Taiwanese government.92

The next decade witnessed internal scandals and a crisis that was ushered in
by the Gaoxiong incident in 1979. Notable events in the 1980s included the
Tenth Credit Cooperative loan scandal93 and the alleged state-murder of Henry
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Liu in the United States.94 The collapse of the Marcos regime in the Philippines
— with no offer of support from the United States — put additional pressure on
an increasingly de-legitimized KMT regime.95 The ROC’s image as “Free China”
was increasingly tarnished throughout the 1970s and 1980s. International criti-
cism of human rights abuses in the ROC and the widespread perception of the
PRC as a seemingly open and progressive state put the KMT regime under tre-
mendous pressure to liberalize its own political system.96

The role of supplementary elections

The KMT’s aging representatives in the National Assembly and Legislative
Yuan had to be replaced by younger, Taiwan-born politicians. Most KMT law-
makers had last been elected on the Mainland in 1947 and under martial law
they did not have to face re-election. By the 1970s, however, many of them had
left the political arena due to bad health or had begun to pass away. Supplemen-
tary elections helped the autocratic KMT regime to rejuvenate its aging legisla-
ture and meet the needs of a diversifying Taiwanese society.

The Nationalist Government used the process of gradual liberalization (e.g.,
elections) as a tool to legitimize its rule and to protect its authority.97 The is-
land’s first supplementary election on the national level, in 1969, was of crucial
importance for Taiwan’s increasingly well-off middle class. Through this sup-
plementary election the middle class asserted itself vis-à-vis the corporatist KMT
party state. KMT candidates and independent politicians alike had to compete
for a huge voting block of middle-class voters. As many Taiwanese regarded
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themselves as members of the middle class, this voting block was larger than so-
cial strata data would otherwise suggest.98

Schubert’s distinction between a new and a traditional middle class concep-
tualizes Taiwan’s most important social strata quite accurately.99 The new mid-
dle class, which evolved after 1945, consisted mainly of employees and officials
in the state sector who tended to support the ruling KMT. Throughout the
1970s liberal professionals and entrepreneurs of big Taiwanese companies re-
placed the former conservative military personnel and old party functionaries
as the KMT’s most influential support base.100 The dangwai opposition, on the
other hand, benefited from the traditional middle class’s political alienation
from the KMT regime and its resentment of the mainlanders’ dominance of the
political leadership.101 The opposition capitalized on the relative deprivation
felt by a variety of groups: the offspring of the urban bourgeoisie, which in for-
mer times had accommodated itself to Japanese colonial rule; members of fami-
lies that had suffered from the KMT’s land reform policies; and workers in vari-
ous trades and crafts. These all became the support base of the political
opposition.102

After a period of more than thirty years the societal legacy of the Japanese oc-
cupation period became politically significant once again.103 After the political
suppression in the late 1940s and in the 1950s the offspring of the formerly
marginalized conflict-capable groups reemerged as an economically assertive
force in the democratization process. Eric Sautedé’s assessment of the Taiwan-
ese entrepreneurs of small- and medium-sized enterprises is revealing:

Taiwanese businessmen, especially those from small and medium enter-
prises, benefited from a relative but genuine autonomy in their day-to-day
activities.…[I]t was those rare free areas, voluntarily tolerated by the re-
gime, that later provided the source of organized political protest: as for
local elite co-opted by the KMT, many businessmen or members of their
families were to be among the first generations of the opposition to the es-
tablishment.104

Financial support for the dangwai movement by Taiwanese businessmen
such as these should not be overstated, however. Especially during the second
half of the 1970s the opposition consisted mainly of former students, lawyers
who had become local politicians, intellectuals, writers, academics, and social
activists. Few of these had meaningful financial backing.105

Such assessments of the financial situation of the dangwai movement put so-
cioeconomic developments in Taiwan in a new light, for the “rapidly growing
economy and a fairly even distribution of wealth”106 were insufficient to prevent
an increasing disenchantment with the KMT government among the relatively
deprived parts of Taiwanese society. The phenomenon of relative deprivation is
significant for it shows that the increasing economic wealth of Taiwan’s rising
middle class should not be seen as the only driving force for democratization. It
certainly did not obstruct such a process as it allowed “the rise of new economic
interests to articulate and exert their influence on the state.”107 But there clearly
is no automatic link between socioeconomic factors and political transforma-
tion.108 Instead the population’s grievances over former KMT atrocities on the
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island (with the 2-28 incident being the most prominent symbol of the KMT re-
gime’s quasi-colonial oppression) and the distaste for the Nationalists’ partisan
interpretations of the Japanese colonial past provided a powerful undercurrent
for the evolving political opposition of the mid-1970s.

The�Dangwai�Period,�1977-1986

The origins of a highly fragmented opposition movement

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the KMT successfully suppressed all dissi-
dent activities. Both Lei Zhen’s attempt to form the Chinese Democracy Party
(CDP) in 1960109 and Peng Mingmin’s challenge to Chiang Kai-shek’s authority
in 1964110 had been futile attempts by individuals who lacked the backing of ma-
jor groups within Taiwanese society. By the mid-1970s, however, the KMT lead-
ership had found it difficult to “absorb all the aspiring participants into its own
ranks.”111 The delegitimization of the KMT government gave rise to dissident
voices and aggravated tensions within the party. Conflicts arose between aging
hardliners of mainland Chinese origin in the United Caucus Clique (UCC) and
young reformers of both mainland Chinese and Taiwanese descent in the CC
Clique (Chen Li-fu/Chen Kuo-fu Clique, or CCC).112 Young KMT cadres like Xu
Xinliang and social scientist Zhang Junhong defected from the KMT and joined
forces with other intellectuals and independent political activists like Kang
Ningxiang, Wu Nairen, and Wu Naide. While the modernizers in the KMT used
the democratization and modernization of state and party as a tool to improve
their influence in the government,113 the highly fragmented dangwai opposi-
tion was divided over the choice of means and its ultimate goals.

The rift between Huang Xinjie, representing the Formosa faction, and Kang
Ningxiang, representing the so-called Mainstream faction, showed the “ideologi-
cal and philosophical differences concerning how democracy [was] to be
achieved.”114 The Formosa faction consisted of Taiwanese nationalists who
treated democratization as an ideal, as a way to emancipate and liberate them-
selves from Chinese mainlander rule. The Mainstream faction’s proponents, on
the other hand, saw democratization as an instrument to serve the needs of a di-
versifying Taiwanese society.115 Their objectives were closer to those of the first
wave of opposition activists, the intellectual mainlanders around Lei Zhen.116

The dangwai’s uniting force was opposition to hegemonic KMT rule, but apart
from this its members shared few political ideas in common.117 The opposition
was divided over the choice of strategy (reform within the system vs. reform of
the system), the distribution of resources (office-holders vs. social activists),
and its main ideology (support for self-determination of the ROC vs. advocacy of
Taiwan independence).118

A convergence of political and social protest movements?

The violence of the Zhongli-event in 1977 — related to a suspected election
fraud — demonstrated the opposition’s potential for mass mobilization, but the
KMT’s severe crackdown on the opposition during the Gaoxiong incident in
1979 defined the boundaries of political contestation. Throughout the 1980s
political and social protest movements119 increased in terms of frequency, par-
ticipation, and duration,120 demonstrating the loosening grip of the KMT on
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Taiwanese society. From the beginning of the 1950s onwards KMT state-corpor-
atism had prevented the emergence of dissident social groups. Beginning in the
mid-1970s, however, the KMT faced increasing pressure from below.121 But the
increasing pressure from the streets did not come from the political opposition
movement alone. Sautedé assumes that “the few protests that took place before
the lifting of martial law were in most cases politically grounded and if some of
them, the least important in numbers, were spontaneous, the great majority
were organised by the Dangwai and their followers.”122 But his view is being
challenged by experts on social movements in Taiwan. They point out that most
protest movements were apolitical, spontaneous, and issue-focused.123 While
political movements were clearly organized by the dangwai most social protest
movements actually avoided challenging the KMT’s legitimacy as Taiwan’s only
legal political party. Also they did not question the status of the ROC.
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The various elements were one in their demand for “reforms by the ruling
KMT state,”124 but they were careful to distance themselves from radical ele-
ments of the political opposition who went much further in their demands and
thereby risked a government crackdown on their movement (as happened in
Gaoxiong in 1979). Hsiao is right in saying that most protest movements de-
manded “change but not revolution.”125 By employing such a strategy, the pro-
test movements upheld their legitimacy vis-à-vis the government as they contin-
uously pressed for further liberalization and reform. Societal support for these
protest movements varied greatly, depending on the particular issue,126 but in
general terms the moderate means and restricted goals of these social protest
movements probably won the support of a wider range of social strata than did
the political opposition.

Although I agree with Shiau’s criticism of Hsiao’s juxtaposition of state and
society127 I concede that Hsiao has a point when he says that “when various seg-
ments of civil society make their claims on the state, they join the same
frontline.”128 His observation that “the most significant collective sentiment ex-
pressed in most of the emerging social movements has been a feeling of ‘victim
consciousness,’ the ‘feeling of being ignored and excluded,’”129 resembles
Schubert’s observation of a collective experience of relative deprivation among
participants of social movements.130 Although the effects of modernization on
the social fabric of Taiwan were clearly not uniform, participants in political and
social movements did share a similar dislike for the ruling KMT elite and they
were thus potential coalition partners.

The dividing line between the political and social protest movements was the
choice of means to achieve their varying goals. Generally speaking, we can say
that Shiau’s assessment that “converging with the political opposition move-
ment, the social movement aimed to transform authoritarian rule and its poli-
cies.”131 Chu’s conclusion that “political protests tend to precipitate more types
of social protest at a later time, but not vice versa”132 is important because it
shows the importance of the human rights rally in Gaoxiong in 1979 as precur-
sor for later social protest movements. While political protests “eroded the le-
gitimacy of authoritarianism in the eyes of the general public,”133 social protest
movements showed the “deficiencies of laws and governmental institutions
which no longer meet the needs of an increasingly complex society.”134 Yet with
the radicalization of the opposition the dangwai movement actually hit rock
bottom. As a result of the Gaoxiong incident a large number of the movement’s
political leaders were imprisoned for years. But the incident was also a turning
point that propelled moderate forces to the top. Kang Ningxiang reorganized
the dangwai in a very short period of time, thereby softening the severe impact
of a loss of half of its political elite. Moreover, the incident led to the infusion of
an array of lawyers into the opposition camp; prominent among them were
Chen Shuibian and Xie Changting.135

Kang Ningxiang and the art of politics

In the early 1980s two major groups competed for leadership within the
dangwai: the activist Writers and Editors Alliance (bianlianhui ) and the policy-
oriented Dangwai Public Policy Research Association (gongzhenghui ). The man
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who held this deeply fragmented opposition movement together was Kang
Ningxiang. For many years Kang had been one of the most successful dangwai
politicians. He had been a member of the Taipei City Council from 1969 until
1972 and, with the exception of a short interruption due to his failed re-election
bid in 1983, an almost permanent member of the Legislative Yuan from 1972
until 1990.136 In many ways Kang resembled a classical Western social democrat.
As a former worker at a gas station he had received his education through atten-
dance at an evening school. He promoted ideas of social equality and lobbied
for the recognition of a vernacular Taiwanese culture.137 Wang Jianzhuang, pres-
ident of Taiwan’s renowned magazine The Journalist (Xin Xinwen) recently
paid tribute to Kang in an editorial for the Taipei Times:

After Kang was elected to the legislature, he was generally recognized as a
most conscientious student. If he wasn’t in the library immersed in books
he was in the research room studying and searching for information. Dur-
ing the annual budget review, his copy of the budget was always full of
scribbled notes. Even many of the old legislators holding political views
different from Kang’s admired the diligence and depth of his work.138

Like Lin Xiantang during the Japanese colonial period, Kang was also a pub-
lisher. Whereas Lin published several newspapers, Kang launched five influen-
tial Taiwanese magazines in the years from 1975 to 1986:

ï Taiwan Political Review (Taiwan Zhenglun), a political magazine for
both intellectuals and the broad masses. This magazine also functioned as
an organizational platform for him and his like-minded followers.139

ï The Eighties (Bashi Niandai), which replaced Taiwan Political Review
when it was shut down after its fifth issue.140

ï The Asians (Yazhou Ren).
ï The Current (Nuanliu), and
ï The Democrats (Minzhuren).141

As Daniel Berman has pointed out, Kang “introduced a model of the opinion
magazine that could be used to work toward change within the system, building
a party apparatus that could eventually emerge at a proper time, fully formed,
from the recesses of its journalistic cover to smooth the transition to a demo-
cratic political system.”142

Throughout the first half of the 1980s the moderates managed to convince
their radical counterparts to suspend the strategy of violent street protests and
to follow a parliamentary line instead.143 The dangwai scored between 20 and
30 percent in supplementary national and local elections throughout the late
1970s and early 1980s.144 These were credible results, given their lack of a for-
mal party structure. The disappointing election results of 1983, in which many
moderate dangwai politicians failed to be reelected was only a temporary set-
back for the opposition. The setback was due to the large number of sympathy
votes given to the relatives of the imprisoned Formosa-faction leaders. Addi-
tionally, the dangwai had not yet mastered the Single Non-Transferable Voting
System (SNTV), which penalized parties that did not manage to distribute the
votes evenly among its candidates.145 Political analysts like Robert Sutter add
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that the higher profile of the fairly “militant pre-DPP Writers and Editors Associa-
tion”146 (bianlianhui ) was the main reason for the moderates’ setback.

Young social activists, especially, criticized Kang for being too moderate and
appeasing in his approach toward the KMT. But his defeat probably had little to
do with the anti-Kang movement (pi kang), which took place before his elec-
toral defeat in 1983.147 There are other explanations for his setback. Andrew
Tanzer, for instance, argued in an article in the Far Eastern Economic Review
that Kang’s failed reelection bid could just as well be attributed to his neglect of
his home electoral district in Wanhua, Taipei.148

Kang himself explained the pi kang movement as a result of factional infight-
ing over limited dangwai resources.149 As informal head of the dangwai move-
ment in the 1980s he simply could not provide as many jobs as there were politi-
cal activists. Dangwai expert Sanfeng Wu agrees. He quotes Kang as saying: “In
case the dangwai had some political resources I would provide them. Right
now, however, the dangwai’s resources are in short supply, there is simply no
water to dispense.”150 Wu also points out that another reason for the internal re-
volt against Kang was that he was spared from imprisonment after the Gaoxiong
incident, giving rise to considerable suspicion about him among many radical
political activists.151

On balance, I maintain that the value of Kang Ningxiang’s legacy has been un-
derestimated. When he became the informal head of the dangwai movement af-
ter the Gaoxiong incident he transformed the dangwai opposition movement
into a functioning quasi-opposition party. More importantly he enhanced the
political opposition’s profile abroad, leading a first-ever dangwai delegation to
the United States in 1984.152 He and his colleagues Zhang Deming, Huang
Huangxiong, and Control Yuan-member You Qing asked U.S. congressional
members to support the embryonic democracy movement. At the same time
they lobbied for continuing weapon sales for the KMT-led ROC.153 Their moder-
ation throughout the 1980s had payoffs for both the government and the oppo-
sition. It helped the ruling KMT to present itself as a seemingly “soft-authoritar-
ian” regime154 and it was beneficial for the reformers within the KMT, as they
could point out that even the dangwai’s positive election achievements did not
directly endanger the KMT’s position as ruling party. As a result, the dangwai no
longer needed to use their magazines as quasi-party organizations and they
could begin paving the way for the formal foundation of the DPP on 28 Septem-
ber 1986.155 Finally, it should be noted that it was Kang who called for the foun-
dation of a formal opposition party; witness the major public rally organized by
him and his supporters in Taipei in August 1986.156

Surprisingly Kang’s crucial role in the early 1980s is hardly ever mentioned in
the literature on Taiwan’s democratization. This might be due to an overempha-
sis on the radical opposition’s importance within the dangwai. On the one
hand, the imprisonment of members of the Formosa faction after the Gaoxiong
incident was significant as it created martyrs for the opposition camp. On the
other hand, the Formosa faction’s agitation did have a tremendous impact on
the nature of Taiwan’s increasingly polarized political system.157 Hung-mao
Tien and Tun-jen Cheng’s assessment that the “democracy movement in Taiwan
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has been, one way or another, entangled with the issue of sub-ethnic divisions
and national identity”158 is being acknowledged by a wide range of scholars.159

By the early 1980s the ethnic cleavage (mentioned above) that marked the time
between 1947 until the late 1970s gradually lost its appeal because of the in-
creasing Taiwanization of the KMT.160 National identity became the strong driv-
ing force of the political opposition and a crucial issue for the radical members
of the dangwai.

The declining legitimacy of the KMT party-state in the wake of the increasing
diplomatic setbacks of the 1970s evoked fears of a sellout of Taiwan.161 Many
Formosa-faction politicians were afraid that the KMT could turn to the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) in a premature bid for unification. The rupture of dip-
lomatic relations with the United States and the postponement of the supple-
mentary national election in 1978 fueled feelings of insecurity. After the
Zhongli-incident in 1977 prominent Formosan leaders like Huang Xinjie, Shi
Mingde, and Lü Xiulian opted for a tougher stance vis-à-vis the KMT govern-
ment. Members of the Formosa faction by and large saw the power struggle be-
tween government and dangwai as a contradiction between dictatorial and rev-
olutionary politics. Several commemorative events throughout 1978 and 1979
revealed the Formosa faction’s admiration for the revolutionary Jiang Wei-
shui.162 Not surprisingly they also regarded confrontational street protests as a
legitimate means in their fight against hegemonic KMT rule.

I would argue that the Gaoxiong incident in 1979 was not a natural or inevita-
ble outcome of Taiwan’s decade-long democratization process. Had the For-
mosa faction refrained from increasing pressure on an oversensitive KMT
party-state, the dangwai could have emerged as a much more powerful opposi-
tion force in the early 1980s. A cynical observer might put a positive spin on the
imprisonment of the leading proponents of the Formosa faction. Their arrest
clearly had a moderating effect, allowing more pragmatist and strategic dangwai
forces to rise in influence. Despite fierce criticism of the Formosa faction, do-
mestically as well as by members of the overseas Taiwanese community, there
was no real alternative to the Mainstream faction’s conciliatory approach to-
ward the KMT. Although Taiwan Independence (TI) activists abroad were even
more agitated than their radical counterparts in Taiwan, their influence on the
political transition process was negligible. Connections with TI supporters over-
seas facilitated the radicalization of the Formose faction and obstructed an ear-
lier consolidation of the dangwai movement.163 Zhang Junhong, a member of
the imprisoned Gaoxiong Eight, actually admitted that the Gaoxiong incident
had been a failure from the opposition’s point of view.164 The overseas TI move-
ment was split between conservatives in Japan and liberals and even radicals in
the United States. The high degree of factionalism and the lack of support for in-
dependence in Taiwan during the 1970s and 1980s prevented TI activists
abroad from playing a more constructive role.165 Only in the 1990s would the re-
turning TI-activists begin to influence the course of the DPP’s development.

The achievements of the dangwai

During the 1970s increasing numbers of young Taiwan-born politicians in
the KMT began to favor democratization as an instrument to meet the
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requirements of a diversifying Taiwanese society. Such thoughts were echoed
among moderate members of the emerging political opposition. Top-down lib-
eralization met “middle-class-up” pressure for political reform.166 Nathan and
Ho are no doubt correct in saying that “by 1980, CCK [Chiang Ching-kuo] and
the more moderate TW [“tangwai,” the Wade-Giles version of “dangwai”] lead-
ers understood one another well and were moving, with or without conscious
coordination, in such a way as to outflank together both the KMT conservatives
and the TW-radicals.”167

Together they swiftly and successfully transformed Taiwan’s polity from a
soft-authoritarian party-state into a “polyarchy as a functioning political sys-
tem.”168 While there is no need to challenge “the conventional wisdom that the
reform decision was Chiang’s and Chiang’s alone”169 one cannot but agree with
Sautedé that “it might appear only slightly caricatured to describe all the signifi-
cant events that have taken place during the great political transformation of the
last twenty-five years as the metamorphosis of the KMT.”170 Some political scien-
tists argue that the KMT leadership initiated reform from above and never lost
control over the path of transition.171 Assumptions that “democratization under
Chiang Ching-kuo was a top-down transition”172 are fairly common among
many Taiwan specialists. However, such analysis concentrates too much on
Chiang’s single-handed decision to lift martial law. I would argue that top-down
democratization arguments often neglect the role of political opposition and
the society at large. Additionally, such arguments are often highly speculative.
Wu rightly points out that “without any further evidence (which seems unlikely
to be forthcoming), one can only speculate on the reasons behind Chiang’s deci-
sion to liberalize the polity.”173 While Chiang might have been an agent for politi-
cal reform, his role in Taiwan’s democratization process has often been overem-
phasized and his desire to transform the ROC into a polyarchy needs to be
questioned because the survival of the party-state was always his highest priority.
Deserving of more credit for Taiwan’s democratization are the moderate propo-
nents of the dangwai opposition, for despite fierce criticism from hardliners
within the KMT and from inside the dangwai itself they insistently pushed the
KMT government toward reform.

Comparison�and�Conclusion

A comparison of the two eras examined in this article reveals some striking simi-
larities. Despite the coerciveness of their political control systems both the Japa-
nese and the KMT supported economic and education policies that were mod-
ernizing and both wanted to make Taiwan an economic powerhouse. While
the Japanese saw Taiwan as a stepping-stone for their expansionist activities,
the KMT sought to use Taiwan as a basis for the recovery of the Chinese main-
land. Both essentially colonial powers initially had no genuine interest in the
betterment of the living conditions of the local population. Their moderniza-
tion policies were simply a means to an end, but modernization also stimulated
relatively deprived parts of Taiwanese society to seek emancipation from the
ruling elites.
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During the liberalization periods of both eras a congruency in the approach
of Taiwanese political activists is evident. Moderate political organizations in
both eras sought reforms within the system rather than any reform of the sys-
tem. Given the repressive nature of the political frameworks within which they
worked, they did the best they could. The failure of more radical opposition or-
ganizations can be attributed to their misperceptions of the nature of the sys-
tems of political control. Also they failed to gain the support of influential
groups within Taiwanese society. Under Japanese rule the relevant conflict-ca-
pable groups were among the landowning class and Taiwanese intelligentsia,
under KMT rule they were found among the middle and upper class. Radical
policies were not high on the agenda of these groups; they preferred gradual
changes and gave their support to moderate political organizations.

While the moderate organizations’ short-term goals were constantly ad-
justed to the changing nature of the repressive political frameworks, their un-
derlying political agendas remained fairly consistent. The ultimate goal of all
the Taiwanese opposition organizations was always home-rule and self-deter-
mination. As a consequence already by the middle of the twentieth century a Tai-
wan-based political consciousness had developed.

As Taiwanese opposition organizations always had strong anticolonial agen-
das all forms of contemporary Taiwanese nationalism would do well to empha-
size the islanders’ persistent but moderate political struggle for self-rule. This
orientation led to a distinct political rather than a cultural Taiwanese identity.
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This finding should caution us to see the political polarization in Taiwan in the
late 1980s and throughout the 1990s as an inevitable outcome of earlier opposi-
tion politics. While the issues of ethnic equality and Taiwan’s national identity
clearly mattered for many in the political opposition, these were not the only is-
sues of concern. An either-or choice — independence from or unification with
Mainland China — need not have developed as it did in the 1990s. Acknowledging
that there are competing constructs of history in Taiwan’s ongoing process of na-
tion-building, my analysis challenges overly partial narratives of the island’s
contemporary history — ones, for instance, that either glorify or condemn alto-
gether the Japanese colonial legacy.

I contend that the Japanese occupation period should be treated as an im-
portant era for the political diversification of the island. Such an assertion is im-
portant given the fact that throughout the late 1990s several events have shown
that Taiwan’s colonial legacy is still hotly contested. The participation of a Lü
Xiulian-led DPP delegation in a commemorative event of the one-hundredth an-
niversary of the signing of the Shimonoseki Treaty in 1995174 or the book-burn-
ing campaign of New Party-legislator Feng Huxiang in the wake of the Kobayashi
controversy 175 in 2001 are only two examples of questionable dealings with Tai-
wan’s colonial past.176 Celebrating the one-hundredth birthday of Taiwan’s col-
onization by Japan was certainly a cynical move by the DPP leadership. Their de-
sire to show the distinctiveness of Taiwan vis-à-vis Mainland China seems to
have been the biggest motivation for their travel to Shimonoseki for this occa-
sion. Feng Huxiang’s criticism of Kobayashi Yoshinori’s revisionism concerning
the wartime history of Japan and Taiwan would have been more convincing had
Feng not chosen to burn Kobayashi’s books publicly, a publicity stunt that strik-
ingly resembled the burning of books during the Nazi terror in Germany from
1933 until 1945. Instead of stirring up pro- or anti-Japanese sentiments for
some short-term political gains, pro-independence-minded politicians like Lü
Xiulian would be better advised to acknowledge that Japanese colonial rule en-
tailed undeniable hardships for the Taiwanese population. By the same token,
pro-unification activists like Feng Huxiang should accept that that period was
also the starting point of the political activity among many native Taiwanese.
Dealing appropriately with and understanding Taiwan’s contemporary history
should be the overarching concern of all Taiwanese policymakers; this will be of
crucial importance for Taiwan’s future development. Alan Wachman’s observa-
tion of the mid-1990s is still valid today:

Perhaps there is no correct view of the past or the present. There may be
no truth to which one can appeal nor any way to determine who is right
and who is wrong. Yet each side dismisses the arguments of the other as a
distortion of the past, a misreading of the present, a cunning effort to de-
ceive, or a foolishly idealistic crusade. There has been very little effort to
empathize with the other, to understand why others make the claims they
do, or to reconcile one’s own perceptions with the views of one’s oppo-
nents.177

This analysis leads to another conclusion: one should be cautious about ex-
plaining Taiwan’s democratization process in mono-causal ways. The many
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Taiwanese academics who continue to ignore the role of the political opposi-
tion during the Japanese and the KMT eras they leave it to Taiwanese politicians
to come up with their own and often one-sided accounts of Taiwan’s democra-
tization.

Politically motivated interpretations like these overemphasize either top-
down or bottom-up democratization and often quite arbitrarily give credit to
certain individuals or groups. Take the revolutionary Jiang Weishui for example.
On 6 August 2001 DPP president Chen Shuibian hailed Jiang as a shining exam-
ple of a Taiwanese compatriot who secured the “rights for the Taiwanese peo-
ple.”178 He further stated that by paying “more attention to the theme of Taiwan-
ese historical figures, future generations will remember the historical struggles
of their forebears and develop greater appreciation for and confidence in Tai-
wan.”179 This emphasis on Jiang reveals a dilemma in the DPP’s reinterpretation
of the colonial past: although he certainly was an upright revolutionary, his
struggle against the Japanese was fairly short-lived and should thus be seen as a
rather unsuccessful attempt to secure the Taiwanese people’s right of self-deter-
mination. Approaching the history of Taiwan in this way shows how much con-
temporary Taiwanese nationalists suffer from the lack of a true revolutionary ex-
perience. The dilemma can also be seen in new narratives of Taiwan’s colonial
history, such as DPP ideologist Chen Fang-ming’s article “Colonial Revolution
and the Debate about Taiwanese Nationalism” (Zhimin geming yu Taiwan
minzulun).180 Like Taiwanese scholar Reiren Wu, Chen overemphasizes the im-
portance of Taiwanese nationalistic discourse during the radical period of the
Popular Party, under Jiang Weishui’s leadership, and the influence of the Taiwan
Communist Party from 1928 until 1931.

When it comes to the late period of the first phase of Taiwan’s democratiza-
tion (1977-1986) a similar phenomenon can be observed. Even though propo-
nents involved in the Gaoxiong incident (such as Zhang Junhong) frankly admit
that the violence surrounding the event was detrimental to the dangwai’s devel-
opment, the Gaoxiong incident has nevertheless become an event with great
symbolic meaning for the Taiwanese opposition movement, ranking second
only to the crackdown on islanders on 28 February 1947. Prominent Taiwan
scholar Shelley Rigger has even called it the “most famous event in the history of
Taiwan’s democratization.”181 Rather than seeing the Gaoxiong incident in this
way I contend that the incident was strongly related to the Formosa faction’s in-
creasing radicalization in the late 1970s and, in fact, may not have been neces-
sary at all. By increasing the pressure on a highly sensitive KMT regime, leading
proponents of the Formosa faction risked the danger of a severe crackdown by
the government. When the crackdown occurred, the dangwai movement was
effectively weakened — from 1979 until the formal foundation of the DPP in
1986. Regardless of this fact the Gaoxiong incident has already become the
founding myth for the Democratic Progressive Party. Yu Ying-lung, professor at
Taiwan’s Soochow University (Dongwu daxue), once even asserted that if “it
were not for the Formosa Incident, Taiwan’s opposition force would have al-
ways been scattered, and the non-KMT camp would not have been able to rally
and win a greater and greater number of seats in each election that followed.”182
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His interpretation of the Gaoxiong incident has already become a widespread
truism in Taiwan. Taking this into account one can only wonder why Taiwan ex-
pert Shelley Rigger claims that all dangwai factions were involved in the found-
ing of the DPP in 1986.183 In fact, various faction groups — except for Huang
Xinjie’s imprisoned Formosa faction — were the founders of the DPP. It is im-
portant to keep in mind that only in the late 1980s did released Formosa-faction
activists begin to join the DPP. (Their involvement before that time was only in-
direct, through the wives of some of the imprisoned leaders who were strongly
affiliated with the activist Writers and Editors Alliance.)

It was Kang Ningxiang who successfully led the dangwai movement through
the dark years after the Gaoxiong incident and he and his moderate Mainstream
faction who played a crucial role between 1979 and 1986. Kang later even at-
tempted to institutionalize his rather moderate and policy-oriented faction (the
so-called Kang faction). Ironically, the centrist Kang faction was a major casualty
of the increasing polarization between the radical-turned-moderate Formosa
faction and the activist and ideological New Tide faction in 1988.184

Western scholars have made several attempts to reassess Taiwan’s democrati-
zation process, in general, and the role of Chiang Ching-kuo, in particular. See,
for example, Ramon H. Myers and Linda Chao’s The First Chinese Democracy
(1998)185 or Jay Taylor’s biography of Chiang Ching-kuo, The Generalissimo’s
Son (2000).186 Yet these studies fail to convince. For one thing, they overesti-
mate Chiang’s importance as an individual and the influence of the KMT during
the era of liberalization, the 1970s and 1980s. For another, analyses that focus
primarily on the period of KMT rule tend to exclude important sociopolitical
developments that took place in Taiwan prior to the KMT’s arrival. As my analy-
sis suggests, the Japanese colonial period must also be taken into account.

If the first phase of Taiwan’s democratization needs to be personified, I sug-
gest that Lin Xiantang and Kang Ningxiang would be better representatives than
Jiang Weishui, Huang Xinjie, and Chiang Ching-kuo. In contrast to revolutionar-
ies such as Jiang Weishui or radical political activists such as Huang Xinjie mod-
erate Taiwanese politicians like Lin and Kang successfully facilitated far-reach-
ing political changes in Taiwan. They were reformers who used peaceful means
to gradually expand the limits for political contestation. Both Lin and Kang were
often suspected of collaborating with the oppressive regimes, but this line of
reasoning negates the possibility of strategic and unideological opposition poli-
tics. From this perspective I would argue that both Lin and Kang’s political work
was fairly successful, given the many constraints imposed on them by both the
Japanese and KMT regimes. The first phase of Taiwan’s democratization process
was all about political reform, not revolution. Confrontation, but also compro-
mise and negotiation were integral elements of the difficult emancipation pro-
cess from both Japanese and Kuomintang domination.

This process resulted both in new opportunities and new responsibilities for
Taiwan’s political elite. Although Nobel Prize laureate Lee Yuan-tseh was refer-
ring to the domestic political situation in Taiwan after the most recent parlia-
mentary election in December 2001, his editorial in the Taipei Times on 11
March 2002 also included a passage that can serve as an appropriate description
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of Taiwan’s biggest domestic challenge since the lifting of martial law in 1987:
“The goals of previous generations in fighting to bring about democracy and
freedom were, of course, to guarantee the freedom of people of opinions differ-
ent from themselves. After their efforts to abolish authoritarian rule, they of
course did not want to replace it with their own authoritarianism.”187

But does anyone intend to impose a new kind of authoritarianism in pres-
ent-day Taiwan? Could Taiwan’s polity slide back into old authoritarian ways in
the future? There can be no doubt that Taiwan in the twenty-first century is a
democratic country. But in order to find answers to these intriguing questions
the second (1987 until 2000) and third phase (2000 onwards) of Taiwan’s de-
mocratization process need to be critically reevaluated, too.
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